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Advanced Thermal-Moisture
Analogy Scheme for
Anisothermal Moisture Diffusion
Problem
We propose an advanced thermal-moisture analogy scheme to cope with the inherent
limitations of the existing analogy schemes. The new scheme is based on the experimen-
tally observed unique hygroscopic behavior of polymeric materials used in microelec-
tronics; i.e., the saturated concentration is only a function of relative humidity regardless
of temperature. A new analogy formulation based on the modified solubility is presented
and the scheme is implemented to investigate its accuracy and applicability. The results
from a simple case study corroborate that the advanced scheme can be used effectively
for package assemblies subjected to general anisothermal loading conditions.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2837521�
Introduction
Moisture-related failure issues have become increasingly im-

ortant as a demand for the portable electronics has increased. The
nalysis to determine moisture-induced deformations involves a
oisture diffusion analysis and a subsequent stress analysis,
here the combined effect of moisture as well as temperature
istribution on the stress distribution is calculated �1�.

Commercial finite element analysis �FEA� packages are ideally
uited for the combined stress analysis. Most commercial FEA
ackages, however, do not offer the mass �or moisture� diffusion
unction2 and the thermal diffusion �or heat transfer� function is
tilized in practice to solve the moisture diffusion through the
hermal-moisture analogies �2–4�.

The thermal-moisture analogies provide an effective way to
imulate the moisture diffusion but the current analogy schemes
ased on the uniform diffusivity or the constant solubility are
alid only for �1� homogeneous material systems subjected to uni-
orm temperature fields that could change with time or �2� multi-
aterial systems subjected to only isothermal loading conditions

4�. These stringent requirements limit the practice of the current
nalogy schemes.

In this paper, we propose an advanced thermal-moisture anal-
gy scheme to cope with the inherent limitations of the existing
chemes. The new scheme is based on the unique hygroscopic
ehavior of polymeric materials used in microelectronics; i.e., the
aturated concentration is only a function of relative humidity
egardless of temperature. The detailed analogy scheme and its
mplementation will be reported in the body of the text.

Background: Conventional Thermal-Moisture
nalogies
Fick’s second law describes the diffusion phenomenon inside a

olymeric system as

1Corresponding author.
Contributed by the Electrical and Electronic Packaging Division of ASME for

ublication in the JOURNAL OF ELECTRONIC PACKAGING. Manuscript received December
5, 2006; final manuscript received August 21, 2007; published online January 31,
008. Review conducted by Stephen McKeown. Paper presented at the InterPACK,
007.

2Only ABAQUS provides the general mass diffusion analysis capabilities but a user

efined subroutine has to be developed to implement the combined analysis �1�.
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Ċ = � · �D � C� �1�

where C is the moisture concentration �kg /m3� and D is the dif-
fusivity �m2 /s�. The heat diffusion equation can be expressed as

q̇ = �cpṪ = � · �k � T� �2�

where q is the heat flux �W /m2�, T is the temperature �K�, � is the
density �kg /m3�, cp is the specific heat �J/kg K�, and k is the heat
conductivity �W/mK�.

Equations �1� and �2� become identical when the density and
the specific heat are set to be “unity.” This was referred to as
“direct” analogy in Ref. �4�. The direct analogy is based on the
assumption of uniform conductivity and diffusivity. Consequently,
this analogy is valid only for a homogeneous material.

The maximum amount of moisture that each polymer can ab-
sorb is a material property, and thus the concentration at a bima-
terial interface can be discontinuous. At a given temperature, the
concentration at the interface is governed by the Nernst distribu-
tion law as �5�

� = �CMat1

CMat2
�

interface
= const �3�

where � is the Nernst partition coefficient at a specific temperature
and CMat1 and CMat2 are the concentrations of two materials at the
interface. The discontinuity can be handled mathematically by in-
troducing the normalized concentration, which is defined as

� =
C

S
�4�

where � is the normalized concentration, and S is the solubility
�sec2 /m2�.

Substituting Eq. �4� into Eq. �1�, Fick’s equation yields

Ṡ� + S�̇ = � · �D � �S��� �5�

If the solubility is uniform within the diffusing medium ��S=0�
and is independent of time �Ṡ=0�, Eq. �5� can be simplified as

S�̇ = � · �DS � �� �6�

Equation �6� offers another analogy scheme, referred to as “nor-
malized” analogy in Ref. �4�, where S and DS can be replaced
with �cp and k, respectively, in the heat transfer equation. The

normalized concentration in this analogy is referred to as partial
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apor pressure �2� or wetness �3,6–9�. Although applicable to
ultimaterial systems, the normalized analogy is valid only when

he temperature distribution is uniform and time independent �4�.

Advanced Thermal-Moisture Analogy

3.1 Theoretical Basis of Advanced Analogy. Saturated
oisture concentration is defined as the maximum moisture con-

ent at a given humidity and temperature condition. When a poly-
er material has weak chemical interaction with water molecule,

he saturated concentration Csat at the boundary of the polymer
an be described by Henry’s law �10� as

Csat = SPVP �7�

here PVP is the ambient vapor pressure �Pa�. Using the definition
f relative humidity �RH, the ratio of the vapor pressure to the
aturated vapor pressure Psat�, Eq. �7� can be rewritten as

Csat = S � Psat � RH �8�
The saturated vapor pressure and solubility can be expressed by

he Arrhenius relationship as �10�

Psat = P0 exp�−
EVP

RT
� �9�

S = S0 exp� ES

RT
� �10�

here P0 and S0 are the constants and EVP and ES are apparent
ctivation energies for the vapor pressure and the solubility, re-
pectively, and R is the gas constant �8.3145 J K−1 mol−1�. The
alue of P0 and EVP can be determined by fitting the pressure-
emperature curve of the steam table �11�; P0=6.07�1010 Pa and
VP=0.44 eV=42455 J /mol. Combining Eqs. �8� and �10�, the
aturated concentration can be written as

Csat = �S0 � P0 exp�ES − EVP

RT
�	 � RH �11�

In their original contribution, Wong and Rajoo �12� first re-
orted that the magnitudes of ES for the packaging materials range
rom 0.44 to 0.46 eV and thus S� Psat is virtually independent of
emperature. Saturated concentrations of several polymers used in
ball grid array package were measured to have a further insight

f this important characteristic. The material sets and test condi-
ions are summarized in Table 1.

The polymer samples were first baked at 125°C. Moisture
eight gain was measured periodically by a high precision bal-

nce �PI-225D, Denver Instrument� until the measured weight of
ach sample remained unchanged for an extended period of time.
he saturated moisture concentration �Csat� was defined as the
aximum weight gain at the end of measurement. It is to be noted

hat the dimensions of the saturated concentration and the corre-
ponding solubility were modified to %wt and 1/Pa, respectively,
or convenience during the analysis of experimental data.

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 1, where the satu-

able 1 Summary of measurement conditions „E, EMC; S, sol-
er resist; C1, PWB core 1; C2, PWB core 2…

RH

Temp.

25°C 55°C 85°C

40% E E E
45% S, C1, C2 S, C1, C2 S, C1, C2
70% S, C1, C2 S, C1, C2 S, C1, C2
85% E, S, C1, C2 E, S, C1, C2 E, S, C1, C2
95% S, C1, C2 S, C1, C2 S, C1, C2
ated moisture concentrations at 25°C, 55°C, and 85°C are plot-

11004-2 / Vol. 130, MARCH 2008
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ted as a function of RH. It confirms that there exists a linear
relationship between the saturated concentration and the RH over
the temperature range used in the measurements.

The values of solubility at each temperature can be determined
from the saturated concentrations using Eq. �7�. The solubility
versus temperature is plotted in Fig. 2, where the slope represents
the activation energy, ES, of each material. The slopes are nearly
identical, which indicates a constant value of activation energy.

The characteristic observed by numerous researchers
�7,9,12–19� is further confirmed from Fig. 3, where the saturated
concentrations at all three temperatures are plotted with respect to
RH. A temperature-independent linear relation is evident for all

Fig. 1 Saturated concentrations as a function of RH
four materials, which corroborates that S� Psat is virtually inde-
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endent of temperature, i.e., EVP
ES.
For these materials, Csat can be represented by a linear function

f RH as

Csat 
 S0 � P0 � RH = M � RH �12�

here M is a temperature-independent property and will be re-
erred to as “modified solubility.”

3.2 Advanced Thermal-Moisture Analogy. The proposed
nalogy uses the modified solubility. Mathematically, a new nor-
alized concentration � can be defined using the modified solu-

ility as

� =
C

M
�13�

t is important to note that although Eq. �13� takes a form identical
o Eq. �4�, the newly defined normalized concentration � remains
onstant regardless of temperature. Then, using the identical ap-
roach used in the normalized analogy, the advanced thermal-
oisture analogy equation can be obtained as

M�̇ = � · �DM � �� �14�

he modified solubility automatically satisfies the continuity at
he interface but the boundary conditions must be modified in
erms of RH. It is to be noted that the boundary conditions of the
ormalized analogy is the ambient vapor pressure PVP.

Fig. 2 Calculated solubility as a function of temperature
Fig. 3 Measured saturated concentration with respect to RH

ournal of Electronic Packaging
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4 Numerical Validation of Advanced Analogy
The proposed analogy was verified through two case studies.

ANSYS was used to implement the proposed analogy. The mass
diffusion was also solved directly by the finite difference method
�FDM�. The performance of the analogy scheme was verified with
the numerical solution of the FDM analysis.

The specimen geometry used in the first case �referred to as
“transient case”� is illustrated in Fig. 4. In the transient case, the
temperature has a uniform distribution spatially but changes with

time �i.e., �T=0 but Ṫ�0� as

T�t� = �25 +
1

60
t� ° C �15�

As a result, solubility is uniform at an instant but changes with

time �i.e., �S=0 but Ṡ�0�.
The material properties used in the analysis are listed in Table

2. It should be noted that the activation energy of two materials is
identical, which is a critical requirement for the advanced analogy.
The modified solubility, M, can be calculated from Eq. �12� and
they are 19.74 and 6.58 for Materials 1 and 2, respectively.

A four-node thermal element �PLANE55� was used in ANSYS

for implementation of the thermal-moisture analogies. To ensure a
high level of numerical accuracy, there were 200 elements through
the thickness of each slab �element size of 0.0005�0.0005 mm�.
The initial moisture concentration in the materials is set to be
“zero.” The boundary condition of the new normalized concentra-
tion is defined as

�BC�t� =
S�t��BC

M
=

S�t�Pv

M
=

S0Pv

M
exp� ES

RT�t�	 �16�

The partial vapor pressure �Pv� was set at 3207 Pa �saturated va-
por pressure at 25°C� and remained constant throughout the load-
ing steps.

The case was solved using three different schemes: �1� the pro-
posed scheme, �2� the normalized scheme �the only existing anal-
ogy scheme applicable to multimaterial cases� �4�, and �3� the
FDM analysis of the diffusion equations. The time step size of 2 s

Fig. 4 Simulated geometries and boundary condition for the
transient case „�T=0 but ṪÅ0…

Table 2 Material properties for analysis cases

Material 1 Material 2

D0 �m2 s−1� 5�10−3 4�10−3

S0 �kg m−3 Pa−1� 6�10−10 2�10−10

ED �J mol−1� 5�104 5�104

ES �J mol−1� 4�104 4�104

cp �J kg−1 K−1� 1000 500
� �kg m−3� 1000 1000
MARCH 2008, Vol. 130 / 011004-3
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as used as suggested in Ref. �4� and the details of the FDM
cheme to solve the diffusion equation of the transient case can be
lso found in Ref. �4�.

In the conventional transient heat transfer analysis, the
emperature-dependent material properties at each time step are
utomatically updated based on the temperature calculated at the
revious step. On the other hand, the independent variable in the
oisture analogy is the normalized concentration. Consequently,

emperature-dependent material properties should be inputted dif-
erently for implementation of the analogy scheme. The properties
ust be “manually” updated according to the given or calculated

emperature at each time step using a custom code. An example
nput code for the first case is introduced in Appendix A.1.

The results are shown in Fig. 5, where the moisture concentra-
ions determined at �a� 1800 s and �b� 3600 s are compared. The
roposed scheme predicts the moisture concentration accurately,
hile the results of the existing normalized scheme �marked as

conventional”� deviate significantly from the theoretical values,
specially when the moisture concentration of each material
eaches the saturated concentration �Fig. 5�b��. As mentioned ear-
ier, solubility is no longer constant under anisothermal conditions

i.e., solubility becomes a function of time or Ṡ�0�, which vio-
ates the basic constraints of all the existing analogy schemes.

A truly anisothermal case was also studied. This case �referred
o as “anisothermal case”� incorporates not only temperature

hange with time �Ṫ�0 and thus Ṡ�0� but also spatially nonuni-
orm temperature distribution ��T�0 and thus �S�0�. The ge-
metry and the ambient temperature used in the anisothermal case
re identical to those of the transient case. In the anisothermal
ase, the bimaterial strip is subjected to conductive as well as
onvective heatings, as illustrated in Fig. 6.

ig. 5 Moisture concentrations in a bimaterial specimen sub-
ected to the transient loading condition: „a… t=1800 s and „b…
=3600 s
In order to generate a temperature gradient inside the solids the

11004-4 / Vol. 130, MARCH 2008
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large Biot numbers were used in the analysis �11�; they were set 5
and 10 for Materials 1 and 2, respectively. The convection coef-
ficient and the conductivities of two materials were set accord-
ingly. The procedure and corresponding example input code used
in the ANSYS analysis and the details of the FDM scheme to solve
the anisothermal case are described in detail in Appendixes A.2
and A.3, respectively.

The temperature distributions were first determined by the
FDM method at 1800 s and 3600 s and the results were compared
with the results of the FEM heat transfer analysis in Fig. 7. The
large temperature gradient within the bimaterial strip is evident.
The corresponding results of moisture concentration are shown in
Fig. 8. The proposed scheme predicts the moisture concentration
accurately, which confirms that the advanced analogy is also ap-
plicable to truly anisothermal cases.

5 Conclusions
An advanced thermal-moisture analogy was proposed to cope

with the limitations of the existing analogy schemes. Based on the
hygroscopic characteristic of polymers used in microelectronics
packing, a modified solubility was introduced, which was a
temperature-invariant parameter. The proposed scheme was
implemented using ANSYS and the results were validated by using
numerical solutions based on the FDM. The results confirmed that
the proposed scheme can be used for any anisothermal loading
conditions �temporally as well as spatially� encountered in the
packaging applications. The required temperature-independent
linear relationship between the saturated moisture concentration

Fig. 6 Simulated geometries and boundary condition for the
anisothermal case „�TÅ0 and ṪÅ0…

Fig. 7 Temperature distribution in a bimaterial specimen sub-

jected to the anisothermal loading condition
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nd the RH must be confirmed experimentally to utilize the pro-
osed scheme accurately.

ig. 8 Moisture concentrations in a bimaterial specimen sub-
ected to the anisothermal loading condition: „a… t=1800 s and
b… t=3600 s
ournal of Electronic Packaging
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Fig. 9 General solution process of the anisothermal problem
using ANSYS
ppendix: ANSYS Macros and Finite Difference Method Schemes

.1 Transient Case (�T=0 but ṪÅ0)
The macro listed below is the portion for the setup of material properties and solution steps included in the modeling program of the

ase study. Since the system is spatially isothermal, the properties of each material are homogenous. Therefore, they can be defined as
onstants at each solution step.

Defining parameters
1=19.74 ! M of material I
2=6.58 ! M of material II
�gas=8.3145 ! Gas constant
01=5e−3 ! D0 of material I
01=6e−10 ! S0 of material I
02=4e−3 ! D0 of material II
02=2e−10 ! S0 of material II
d1=−5e4 ! D1=D01�exp �Ed1/R�gas/T�
s1=4e4 ! S1=S01�exp �Es1/R�gas/T�
d2=−5e4 ! D2=D02�exp �Ed2/R�gas/T�
s2=4e4 ! S2=S02�exp �Es2/R�gas/T�
RH=H0�exp �Eh/R�gas/T� for fixed partial vapor pressure �P at 25C/100%RH�
H0=S0�Pv /M in Eq. �16�, where Pv=3207 Pa in this case
0=9.742e−8
Note: In this program Evp was set 4e4 for consistency with Es

Its actual value=4.15e4
h=Es1 ! Will be used to calculate phi�BC�T� for fixed Pv
0=298 ! Initial temperature
t=9 ! Time step
MARCH 2008, Vol. 130 / 011004-5
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prep7
t,1,55 ! 2D thermal element
,1,M1 ! c=M �“Modified” solubility�
,2,M2
ens,1,1 ! Densities=1
ens,2,1
………………………………………………………..
Solid modeling, meshing, and grouping for IC/BC setup

………………………………………………………..
sol
ntype,4
Initial condition setup. Node components pre-defined
Phi of exterior surface nodes→RH of environment

c,exterior,temp,H0�exp �Eh/T0�
Phi of interior nodes→zero �initially fully dried�

c,interior,temp,0

do,ii,1,400
time,ii�dt

System temperature at the current solution step
T1=T0+ �1 /60��ii�dt

Calculation of boundary RH at the current solution step
d,exterior,temp,H0�exp �Eh/R�gas/T1�

Update of conductivity of the analogy
kxx,1,D01�exp �Ed1/R�gas/T1� �M1 ! k=DM
kxx,2,D02�exp �Ed2/R�gas/T1� �M2
nsub,1,1,1
solv

enddo

.2 Anisothermal Case (�TÅ0 and ṪÅ0)
A truly anisothermal loading gives rise to much more complexity in the analogy model. An example of modeling and solving process

s illustrated in Fig. 9. The key feature is re-assignment of material properties to each element after sorting all elements by materials and
emperatures. In ANSYS, the element table feature �20� is useful when this process is to be implemented.

key part for material property definition and update
All parameters used in this macro are identical to those in A.1

prep7
t,1,55 ! 2D thermal element
Pre-definition of material properties as a function of temperature
In this program, they are defined from 1C to 100C with one degree step
do,ii,1,100

dens,ii,1
c,ii,M1
kxx,ii,D01�exp�Ed1 / �273+ii���M1

enddo
do,ii,101,200

dens,ii,1
c,ii,M2
kxx,ii,D02�exp�Ed2 / �173+ii���M2

enddo
………………………………………………………..
Solid modeling, meshing, and grouping for IC/BC setup

………………………………………………………..
Total element count=8000 �4000 for each material�
Node numbers must be controlled material-by-material �using NUMCMP�
� total=8000
dim,t�out,array,n�total
sol
ntype,4

do,ii,1,400
/post1

Reading temperature distribution data from aniso�ht.rth �result file�
file,aniso�ht,rth
set,ii
etable,t�res,temp ! Element table of temperature distribution
11004-6 / Vol. 130, MARCH 2008 Transactions of the ASME
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Storing temperature data into array
�do,jj,1,n�total

�get,tt1,etab,1,elem,jj
t�out �jj�=tt1

�enddo
�if,ii,gt,1,then

file,rth
�endif

Re-defining element-to-element material numbers
/prep7
�do,jj,1,n�total/2

emodif,jj,mat,nint�t�out�jj�� −273
emodif,jj+4000,mat,nint �t �out�jj+4000��−173

�enddo
/sol
�if,ii,eq,1,then

antype,trans
! Initial condition setup. Node components pre-defined
! Phi of exterior surface nodes→RH of environment
ic,exterior,temp,H0�exp �Eh/T0�
! Phi of interior nodes→zero �initially fully dried�
ic,interior,temp,0

�else
antype,rest

�endif
Environment temperature was assumed to be controlled as in A.1
Note: Temperature inside polymers was input from the heat transfer
T1=T0+ �1 /60��ii�dt
time,ii�dt

Instead of ambient temperature, actual surface temperature
has to used to calculate BC because of temperature difference
between environment and solid surface �n�bc: node number at surface�
If temperature is not uniform over boundary surfaces,
BC should be input node-to-node
d,exterior,temp,t�out�n�bc�
nsub,1,1,1
solv

enddo

From a practical point of view, the spatially anisothermal complexity is not needed for most of problems since spatial temperature
radients during heating or cooling can be ignored �usually less than 1°C�. In addition, the time step can be controlled in an automatic
anner by implementing a customized macro for time step adjustment while taking the rate of concentration change at each step into

onsideration.

.3 Finite Difference Method Schemes for Anisothermal Case (�TÅ0 and ṪÅ0)
Reference �4� describes in detail a FDM scheme for a transient diffusion analysis. Since the second case considered in this paper

onsiders a spatially anisothermal temperature distribution, the gradient of the diffusivity and solubility has to be incorporated in the
DM scheme.
The finite difference form of the divergence term in the diffusion equation can be expressed as

d

dx
�Dx

t dCx
t

dx
� =

d

dx
�Dx

t d�Sx
t �x

t �
dx

	 =

�Dx+�x
t + Dx

t

2
�Sx+�x

t �x+�x
t − Sx

t �x
t

�x
− �Dx

t + Dx−�x
t

2
�Sx

t �x
t − Sx−�x

t �x−�x
t

�x

�x

=
�Dx

t + Dx−�x
t �Sx−�x

t �x−�x
t − �Dx+�x

t + 2Dx
t + Dx−�x

t �Sx
t �x

t + �Dx+�x
t + Dx

t �Sx+�x
t �x+�x

t

2��x�2

The proposed analogy scheme is mathematically equivalent to the original diffusion equation as far as the exponents of solubility
quations are identical. One can take the finite difference form of the advanced analogy scheme to solve the diffusion, which is simpler,
aster, and possibly more accurate by eliminating the exponentially changing solubility terms. It can be expressed mathematically as

d

dx
�Dx

t dCx
t

dx
� =

d

dx
�Dx

t d�M�x
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dx
	 =
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t d�x
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